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torrent.Q: Convert DDL to SQL for

SQL Server 2008 I have the
following database DDL and would
like to convert to SQL syntax. How
do I do it? CREATE TABLE Person (
Person_ID INT IDENTITY(1,1) NOT

NULL, Person_FirstName VARCHAR
(50) NULL, Person_MiddleName

VARCHAR (50) NULL,
Person_LastName VARCHAR (50)
NULL, Person_FullName VARCHAR
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(250) NOT NULL, CONSTRAINT
PK_Person PRIMARY KEY

(Person_ID) ) ON [PRIMARY] A: You
can use SQL Server Management
Objects (SMO) to automate the

process. The following script
should do the job for you (I have

not tested it on 2008R2): DECLARE
@sql VARCHAR(MAX); CREATE
TABLE Person ( Person_ID INT

IDENTITY(1,1) NOT NULL,
Person_FirstName VARCHAR (50)

NULL, Person_MiddleName
VARCHAR (50) NULL,

Person_LastName VARCHAR (50)
NULL, Person_FullName VARCHAR

(250) NOT NULL, CONSTRAINT
PK_Person PRIMARY KEY

(Person_ID) ) ON [PRIMARY];
SELECT @sql = N'INSERT INTO
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Person SELECT Person_ID, '+
CAST(Person_FirstName AS

VARCHAR(100)) +'AS FirstName,
'+ CAST(Person_MiddleName AS

VARCHAR(100)) +'AS MiddleName,
'+ CAST(Person_LastName AS

VARCHAR(100)) +'AS LastName,
'+ CAST(Person_FullName AS

VARCHAR(250)) +'AS FullName
FROM dbo.People'; EXEC (@sql);
Sørensen confirms EPP grouping

WALDECK, Germany — Pia
Kjærsgaard and Christian Lindner
of the German Free Democrats

have confirmed that they will be
part of the Europe of Freedom and
Direct Democracy group, with the

German Christian Democratic
Union, the European People’s Party

and the Austrian People’s Party.
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On Thursday, Kjærsgaard
confirmed that she had talked with

German CDU President Angela
Merkel and Lindner confirmed his
talks with EU President Herman

Van Rompuy. The announcement
came after the EU parties agreed
to establish a joint group made up

of the two newcomers, bringing
their membership up to nine from
eight. It is of course open for other

parties to join this group if they
are willing to accept the
conditions. 5ec8ef588b
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